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Abstract

This thesis will explore the implementation of a production ready
car inside a three dimensional application. The purpose is to im-
plement a intuitive, three dimensional interaction technique inside
such web-application, also evaluate the hedonic and pragmatic
user experience. The result is a car configurator that contains a
3D visualization of a car. This configurator is implemented inside
a web based application, where users is able to configure a car
after their own preferences. The navigation inside the 3D-scene
consist of an orbital control which follows the step of the scene in
the hand metaphor. To help the customer orientate inside the ap-
plication, four viewports was implemented that defines a specific
angle inside the 3D-scene
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Glossary

3D Vector A position of a 3D point inside the 3D-space.

3D-scene The actual scene where all the interaction inside the three dimensional
context takes place.

CAD The use of computer systems to aid creation, modification when designing a
product.

polygon A figure containing the geometry of a 3D-Object (faces,edges,vertices).

Three.js Open soruce library for building 3D-application using javascript.

viewpoint The position of the view inside the 3D domain.



1 Introduction

Products today are mostly sold from the Internet [1]. Both Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR) has become a tool for visualization [2]. IKEA Home
has started a new era where user has the possibility to visualize their product in
a preferable context. The purpose of IKEA home is to give users the opportunity
to architect their own products [3]. The AR technology is useful in those kind of
application as well as 3D-visualization [4]. In this thesis work the author will take a
closer look at the automotive industry, or more accurately a car configuration and
how the use of 3D-technology can affect the hedonic and pragmatic experience. Cars
are a big investment for customers and most buyers choose to visit retail shops when
they are buying new cars [5]. In a retail shop they have the possibility to test the
car and have a closer look of the product it self. But what if the buyer want to
customize the car. How can that be visualized and give a feeling for the customer
of being inside a actual retail shop. One solution would be to use a interactive 3D-
model that could give the user a new perception of the car, this could also include
different contextual visualizations of the car.

Computer aided design (CAD) is a computer software for designing and engineering
a product [6]. In this thesis a CAD-model of a car is used and optimized for a Web-
application. The optimization is needed since, it is impossible to export a full-sized
CAD-model of a car too a Web-application with good performance.

1.1 Background

Car companies today are providing customers with the possibility of using a car
configurator. This configurator is letting the customer customize the car based on
the persons own preferences [7]. This is a good tool but it still comes with pros and
cons after all, cars are a big investment and the demand of user experience inside a
car configurator is substantial [8]. The goal is to monitor the experience of entering
a retail shop with the option of customizing the cars, therefore a user interface with
a 3D visualization of the car it self is developed. In the user interface the focus is
to achieve the perception of the actual interaction with the car, also visualize the
car in different backgrounds, seeing that color may reflect differently depending on
the environment. That is why reflection in different context is a high priority in
developing this interface as well as delivery time and cost.

The conceptual solution to this problem will contain a 3D-model within a 2D inter-
face. The integration between 2D and 3D is a must since the goal of the product
is to make it reachable inside a web-application. The interaction with the 3D-
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model is normalized for a desktop computers window, icon, menu, pointer (WIMP)
though the purpose of the application is to easily customize a own car inside a Web-
application.
The clickable objects is represented as normal 2D-widgets accessible from menus.
The user is able to interact with the 3D-model inside the physical space and in-
spect the result of each customization. An option for the user is also to visualize
the changes in different environments inside the 3D-scene [9], for instance a new
background reflects different colors.
Rendering a car model is a big concern since user does not want to look at a loading
screen for ages [10], but still the graphic has to be authentic to provide the user
with a good experience [11]. That is why useless data needs to be removed, which
will result in faster rendering.

1.2 EON Reality

EON Reality is multinational company for providing visualization for industry and
education in Virtual and Augmented Reality. The swedish section is based in Gothe-
burg with 12 employees. EON-Reality has worked with companies such as Apple,
Adobe, Nvidia, LG and Canon for integrating Virtual and Augmented reality. EON-
Reality describe themselves as:

"EON Reality is the world leader in Virtual and Augmented Reality based
knowledge transfer for industry and education. We believe that knowledge
is a Human Right, and itâs our goal to make knowledge available, afford-
able, and accessible for every human on the planet. To do this, weâre
creating the next generation of Virtual and Augmented Reality tools to
increase the worldâs knowledge transfer capabilities." EON-reality.

1.3 Objective

In this thesis the main goal is to evaluate how an interaction with a 3D-car can be
implemented inside a car configurator. If a 3D-Visualization is essential and can
provide the user with all tools required to preform a configuration of a car. This
thesis will also include the optimization of the CAD-model, with the purpose of
increasing the performance inside a Web-platform.

In this thesis the following questions will be taken into consideration:

• How should the 3D-interaction be implemented inside a car configurator?

• Does a 3D-visualization of a car inside a configurator perform above average
concerning the hedonic and pragmatic experience, based on the benchmark
provided by User Experience Questionnaire developed by M.Rauschenberger,
M.Schrepp, M.Pérez Cota, S.Olschner & J.Thomaschewski [12]?
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2 Theoretical Framework

This section will cover the literature study related to the investigation in this thesis.

2.1 Hedonistic User experience

A User Experience focused application can split up its attributes in two different ar-
eas (Hazenel model) pragmatic and hedonistic [13]. As of recently, beauty has been
a low priority thus citations like this "If it is pretty, it won’t work" was common in
HCI [14].
The Hassenzahls model visualized in the figure(1) expect that each user assign one
of these attributes while using an application. Therefore, the resulting experience is
the interplay of all those attributes and the surrounding context which the product
is used in [15].

Figure 1: Hassenzahl’s "Model of User Experience [13]"
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Human computer interaction (HCI) has in general not had its focus on the beauty,
enjoyment or fun [14]. After all, HCI main approach is to achieve efficiency and
effectiveness on each user task. There has been research with the focus to find
guidelines for evaluating hedonistic value in applications [12]. These guidelines con-
sist of three conditions, a subjective focus of the usability inside an application,
where users perception and experience is the target. Also the whole human expe-
rience of the application, if the needs for the user is fulfilled, does the application
require supplement to compensate those needs [12]. Needs however in a more deep
analytic approach is more then the task itself, it could be something that the user
is not aware of [14].
The hedonistic approach is frequently used nowadays after all, it has been proven
to increase the user experience when it is a part in the evaluation of the user ex-
perience [14] [12]. Evaluating the hedonic experience inside a application means
that the test user focus on different hedonic qualities. Those qualities can be di-
vided into three different categories, stimulation, identification and evocation [16].
In comparison to pragmatic quality/experience, hedonic quality focused on emotion
and the psychological needs of the user. It can be viewed as two different dimensions
where pragmatic focuses on the "do-goal" while hedonic handles abstract questions
like "being-goal" [17]. In the long run, it is suggested that hedonic and pragmatical
quality is associated and necessary when evaluating the user experience. After all,
emotion has a impact on the overall experience [17].

2.2 User Scenario

A user scenario in UX defines an approach to investigate each step before the user
reaches the goal of the application. Each step can be very detailed or abstract
depending on how complex the task is. The User scenario is intended to obtain a
more close picture on the user experience and how it can be improved in the current
context [18]. The scenario can be achieved using different approaches like visual
storyboards, comic strips, narratives, wireframes and videos [19].

2.3 3D Interface

To interact with a 3D-object there are certain fundamental approaches. The virtual
space surrounding the 3D-object is often called the spatial context. To interact with
objects inside the physical 3D space, 2D widgets is often placed around the objects
and gives the possibility to interact with the object using (WIMP) interaction [9].
In 3D the interaction is usually tracked with the use of sensors available inside the
application. The sensors is tracked and gives an output of its position, defined
with the parameters(x,y,z). The motion inside a 3D interface is categorized as
(yaw,pitch,roll). The motion and position is gathered from something called spatial
input, this means recorded interactions inside the spatial context [9]. Inspiration
can be found from several software developing companies, such as Microsoft Kinect,
Nintendo Wii, where the spatial tracking sensors are both placed within a game
controller as well as a motion tracker. These indicators are usually visualized as
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arrows pointing in different direction.

2.4 Interaction in 3D

There have been several arguments if the interactions inside a 3D interface should
focus on naturalism or basic HCI principles [20]. A lot of studies has been made
regarding the efficiency and overall interaction between natural techniques and the
standard joystick and WIMP techniques. However, in most of these studies the
conclusions is that the context has a vital role. It also depends upon which type of
object that the user is interacting with [21]. The evaluation is normally executed
inside a VR-application, since normal movements are commonly used while inter-
acting inside a VR-spatial domain. Naturalisms can increase the efficiency and user
experience in some applications. [20], still the normal joystick and mouse interaction
are preferable in other application [20].

2.4.1 Naturalism interaction techniques

There a several guidelines that can be used when designing a VR-application. The
use of 2D metaphors should be avoided since, the interaction inside a VR context
doesn’t evolve the normal WIMP methods [22], the focus should instead be on
more natural methods. This is called naturalism, which takes a deeper interest in
metaphors that can be applied inside a 3D-space [20].

Go-Go [23] and HOMER [24] is two methods for grabbing inside a VR applica-
tion. In HOMER (Hand-Centered Object Manipulation Extending Ray-Casting) a
hand visualizes as the pointer in normal desktop computer. The hand attaches a
virtual object inside the 3D-space and moves the object closer and further away
with joystick buttons or linear mapping of the arm motion. In comparison to the
Go-Go method, the goal is to use the metaphor of increasing the arm length inside a
VR-context. It goes away from the linear mapping when reaching distanced object.
Differences from other interactive techniques is that the Go-Go method makes it
possible to manipulate nearby and objects in the distance.

2.4.2 WIMP based navigation techniques in 3D

In previous and recent work concerning 3D-interaction the focus has been on sim-
plifying tasks. This varies from modelling in 3D, scene building and 3D effects [22].
Manipulating 3D-objects can be a big advantage since the visual feedback becomes
more accurate when dealing with more realistic objects. However, these domains
contains tasks similar to each other, one of them is object manipulation and the
other one is viewpoint manipulation [22]. Object manipulation and viewpoint ma-
nipulation is related to each other and is handled differently in 3D applications [22].
In this thesis we going to have a look at how the relation between object manipula-
tion and viewpoint manipulation can be used when the focal point in the 3D scene
only consist of a single object.
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A normal task inside a 3D-domain usually involves interaction with specific 3D-
objects. This task is called object manipulation [22]. It stretches from zooming,
rotating and scaling objects. All these actions can be categorized into real world
actions and computer actions. An example would be deletion of a object, which is
something that is categorized as a computer action [22], likewise a real world action
could be the manipulation of a object.

2.4.3 Mouse interaction in 3D and the use of direct manipulation

One of the fundamental building stones for 3D-interaction is how to track the input
from the user [25], there exist solutions like special rooms where the user is able to
interact and manipulate objects. Today, we can see the use of tools like camera,
joystick and mouse for tracking user movement and other interactions inside the
3D-scene [25].

One of the solutions for tracking the input using a mouse, is direct manipulation.
Which is a technique that tracks direct input from a 2D-device and projects it into a
three dimensional input, this lead to a more natural interaction [25]. The interaction
can be referenced in 2D as selecting and dragging objects. The direct manipulation
use the concept of natural manipulation and translate it to fit a 3D context. This is
executed with the use of triad mouse technique. It follows the use of a 2D locator
device which identify a selected 3D-position and use the position to calculate the
3D proprieties [25], hence it behaves like a 3D-mouse. However, one of the problems
occurred establishing this direct manipulation is how to specify the frame, the area
which the triad mouse is selecting. In 1987 M.Nielson & R.Olsen provided guidelines
on how to handle the problem [25].

(a) Triad cursor without frame (b) Triad cursor with frame

Figure 2: Figure illustrates a triad cursor with and without frame [25]

In figure(2) visualize a method for applying a frame around the triad cursor. This
frame identify the area around the selected position inside the 3D-space [25], it act
as a frame of references to the 3D.
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(a) Cube cursor (b) Full space cursor

Figure 3: Figure illustrates a Full space cursor and Cube cursor [25]

Figure(3) illustrates two different approaches for identify the 2D locator device.
Figure(3a) consist of two cubes, the outer one act as a frame and the other as a
cursor. The figure(3b) illustrate a full space cursor inside a framing cube.

In direct manipulation one important task is to map the movements in 2D and
apply it for a 3D context. This is handled by mapping the position and direction
of the 2D locator and using its values as supporting variables when calculating the
direction and movements [25]. The calculation is based on the projection of the 2D
locator position in the axis. This is gathered from the triad cursor position in the
3D plane, which is illustrated in the figure(4).

(a) Triad projection of the axis A (b) Triad projection of the axis B

Figure 4: Triad projection for a axis position A and B [25]

Inspecting the figure(4) we can see that, calculating the distance to (Dx, Dy) from
the projected axis simulates the movement along the axis. This movement depends
on the orientation of the plane. Figure(4a) and (4b) illustrates two different ori-
entations of the axis and the output will differ since the distance for (Dx,Dy) in
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figure(4a) and figure(4b) is divergent. However, the calculation is more deeply de-
scribed in the paper [25] where M.Nielson & R.Olsen, uses mathematical formulas
to calculate angle between the two positions.

3D translation for scaling and rotating is calculated using the geometry of the 3D
object that is being manipulated [25]. This is done by picking points and find the
difference between two points. This is translated by using the point as a tool for
selecting the face or edge of the manipulated object, which is illustrated in this
figure(5).

(a) Translation of a point along an edge [25] (b) Translation of a point on a plane [25]

Figure 5: Translation of two different points inside a 3D-plane [25]

The technique is executed with the use of two points P1 and P2, and the translation
formula is P2-P1 [25].
In figure(5a) a 2D point is illustrated, we can see that the geometry of the 3D-object
is used to define the 3D-values. In figure(5b) the position of the 2D-point is used to
define the 3D-values. This method is useful when implementing mouse interaction
since the focus is on the geometry of the object instead of the coordinates inside the
3D-plane figure(6).

Figure 6: Translation for triad mouse [25]
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Dealing with rotation requires three points in direct manipulation. With the use
of three points, the angle of rotation can be calculated, P1 selects an edge and the
other points P2,P3 is projected points in the plane of the manipulated object see
the figure(7).

Figure 7: Rotation using three points [25]

In 1988 M.Chen, S.Mountford & A.Sellen [26] investigated rotation using 2D-control
device. The goals are to provide user with an easy solution for interacting with a
3D-object and use manipulation such as rotation and sizing [26]. Popular methods
for rotation mention in the article [26] are as follow.

• Sliders: Adjusting the coordinates x, y, and z using a sliders which also indi-
cates the amount on each coordinate [26].

• Menu selection: Select a widget in the 3D context and holds down the mouse as
a indication for the amount of rotation towards one direction in the 3D-plane
[26].

• Button press: The user click on one button (keyboard or mouse) then rotate
using the mouse as controller [26].

• Two-axes-valuator: The user moves in two axes in the 3D-scene, which is a
two dimensional rotation since one axes is not changing [26].

The three first methods described in the list use the mouse as a one-dimensional in-
put device. However, the last one mentioned uses two axes as an input device. This
yield for a more complex manipulation of the object since it increases the Degree of
Freedom which is useful depending on the goal of the product. The drawback how-
ever, is the complexity. That is why most of the users preferred the one-dimensional
approach, which only uses (x,y,z) instead of (xz,yz) [26].

The purpose of the study by M.Chen, S.Mountford & A.Sellen [26] was to iden-
tify the most user friendly method.
The method with best user performance was the virtual sphere. Users could in some
cases preform the given task twelve seconds faster using the virtual sphere compared
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to the other methods [26] and the average time in completing the task was about
forty seconds [26]. The user stated that virtual sphere felt most natural when ma-
nipulating the object. However, in less complex assignment the slider and overlap
was the most efficient.
The virtual sphere consisted of a area shaped as a sphere. The sphere acts as a con-
troller for the rotation, this sphere could be rotated on different axis to manipulate
a rotation of the 3D object, see figure(8).

(a) Virtual sphere around the object (b) Virtual sphere under the object

Figure 8: Figure illustrates the controller virtual sphere

When interacting with the virtual sphere controller the input device used must stay
inside the sphere at all time. That is way it becomes is easier to place the sphere
around the object see figure(8).

2.4.4 Viewpoint rotation and manipulation

Providing a good user interface for a 3D environment depends a lot upon the view-
point position as well as the camera navigation in the virtual environment. View-
point manipulation is a task concerning the navigation inside a 3D-environment [27].

The camera acts as an virtual eye that overlooks the context which the user is
interacting with. This involves tasks like rotations, zooming and controlling field of
view [22]. It exists a lot of approaches for this type of interaction, one of them is
the flying metaphor that is described briefly in the study developed 1997 by C.Hand
[22]. Other metaphors that exist in the spectrum of viewpoint manipulation are
the "walking metaphor", which is divide into different categories which describes as
movements, three of this categories are as follows;

target movement

Movement related to a position of a target.

coordinated movement
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based on a specific position and orientation in the context.

specified tranjector movement

The last one specifies a path for the viewpoint with a point of interest as reference
[22]. Other metaphors described in the survey by C.Hand [22] is the flying vehicle
control, and the Scene in the hand.

In terms of 3D interfaces the discussion usually ends up in metaphors and how
to establish a good metaphor for one certain task [27]. However, two fundamental
constraint used from the User interface metaphors are, cognitive and physical con-
straint. In the cognitive constraint it follows that a model provides a prediction in
the behaviour of the system based on user input action, which is a fundamental con-
straint for providing a user friendly interface. While the physical constraint focuses
on collision detection such as "human cant walk through a wall". This kind of real
world references can improve the interaction especially when it comes to viewpoint
manipulation [27]. The scene in the hand metaphor is illustrated in figure(9)

Figure 9: Scene in the hand metaphor

In the figure(9), the camera acts as a virtual eye where it focuses on a root ob-
ject(point of interest). In this thesis, the specific point of interest is called the center
of gravity. In the use of scene in the hand metaphor, the center of gravity is placed
at the center of a root object. The viewpoint manipulation occurs as a rotation in
the environment while having the center of gravity as focus [27].
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Figure 10: Flying vehicle metaphor

Flying vehicle metaphor is illustrated in the figure(10). Here the "focus line" is con-
trolled by the user and not the position of the root object like in the "scene in the
hand metaphor" [27]. These metaphors is evaluated by C.Ware & S.Osborne [27].
C.Ware & S.Osborne conclusion was that each of the metaphors usability depends
on the context and task performed by the user. Like "the scene in the hand" it works
best when the environment consists of only one object and "the flying vehicle" works
better when the environment consist of several objects [27].

In the paper [28] J.Mackinlay, S.Card & G.Robertson investigated, how to imple-
ment a specific position for a 3D viewpoint movement,

targeted 3D viewpoint movement [28].

3D viewpoint comes with a lot of complexity especially since it use six degrees of
freedom (6D), the degrees consists of (x,y,z) and the corresponding rotation on all
the axes.

The movement can be implemented by specifying a direct position in the environ-
ment, or the use of a navigation metaphor [28]. Using the flying metaphor enables
the use of parameters such as velocity and acceleration. Still, the interaction given
to the user in the application can involve more parameters for the viewpoint such as
zoom and the use of field of view [28] discussed earlier in thesis. So for a 3D-scene
these four metaphors is commonly used to describe viewpoint movement [28]. Two
is explained in this thesis:

General movement

Exploratory movement [28], like free look inside the 3D-scene using mouse or other
input devices.

Targeted movement

A movement for inspecting a specific target [28], this is related to the scene in the
hand metaphor.
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However, J.Mackinlay, S.Card & G.Robertson [28] uses a point of interest (POI) as
a reference when rotating inside the 3D-environment. The purpose is to simplify the
user task by selecting one root object that acts as the POI. The rapid and controlled
movement comes from the logarithmic use of motion that depends upon the positions
between the user and the POI [28] which is illustrated in the figure(11).

(a) Zoomed out (b) Zoomed in

Figure 11: Figure illustrates the navigation from Position A to Position B

The distance from viewpoint to the POI works as a speed controller for the move-
ment between two positions [28]. The motion line illustrates the movement of the
viewpoint from Position A to Position B. This becomes a good metaphor for the
user since it can be related to the actual interaction with an object. After all, it
takes longer to rotate around an object closer to the eye than an object far away.

Feedback is important during viewpoint manipulation, C.Hand describes that. The
vital factors for perceiving human orientation is vision, locomotion kinaesthesis, rel-
ative orientation of body parts, judging of direction and egocentric orientation [22].
C.Hand proposed that the flying vehicle metaphor as well as scene in the hand, both
using the concept of being center of the space, which is a everyday experience and
provide the feedback of locomotion [22].

2.4.5 Evaluating navigation techniques

Formative evaluation is the most common technique when evaluating 3D UI. The
method is used during evolving stages of the design. It is executed by iterating
several users with a task based scenario to identify usability problems as well as
interaction errors. It also assesses the design ability of exploration, task performance
and learning [29]. The evaluation technique provides both formal and informal data.
The collected data is analyzed with the purpose of identifying UI components that
both distract, satisfy and engage the users [30].
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2.5 WebGL and the use of Three.js

Three.js is a open source library that uses graphics processing unit as a tool in ren-
dering 3D-applications inside a web application. The library is based on JavaScript.
The API-docs contains a lot of functions that handles linear algebra operation that is
required when dealing with objects in 3D. The library also contains useful functions
for manipulating camera perspectives and 3D-scene building.

2.6 User Experience

UX research investigates and resolves problems concerning interactions with user
intent products [11]. It has it roots from HCI and is today used for evaluating prod-
ucts and applications where the user is centralized and becomes a participant in the
development. UX ranges from research using qualitatives approach also quantita-
tive (which is usually conducted with questionnaires) while qualitatives use tools to
investigate the users emotional affect during a test session [12].

2.7 Existing Car Configurators hedonic and pragmatic qualities

Volvo configurator is divided into four different states. One where the user is able to
select the model see figure(12) and the second one gives an overview of the selected
model and the possibility to change engine. The first two states is a pre-configuration
before the visual customization begins. In the third state, users can change the
appearance and parts for the selected model. All these changes is summarized in
the last state.
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Figure 12: Model section inside the Volvo car configurator [31]

The combination of pragmatic and hedonic qualities inside the Volvo car configurator
is favourable compared to other configurators and some good parts already begins
at the first glance inside the configurator. For instance the intro video that captures
a car driving feels more realistic than entering a site with car models, columned
or listed. In pragmatic terms that would be inefficient since user has to navigate
to the model page instead of starting directly there. The information given inside
the model page is compressed but still gives the user ability to investigate the car
more deeply. These "side quests" however change the navigation pattern, it becomes
confusing. The customer has a lot of possibilities and all the data is challenging
to constrict. In spite of this, Volvo has handled it well, using menus with intuitive
patterns.
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Figure 13: First design view inside Volvo configurator [32]

The customization of the appearance is visualized in figure(12) and figure(13). Volvo
uses 2D-images to present the car and the changes that is being made to it. The con-
fusing part however is the change of the UI when a part that wants to be customized
is selected, because the UI-layout is changed.

Figure 14: Second design view inside Volvo configurator [32]

The new view is using a top bar navigation, and the parts available is placed in the
left sidebar, see the figure(14). The view has a lot of focus on the car using the
2D-images to show different angles.
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(a) Expanded button (b) Normal position of the button

Figure 15: Figure illustrates the normal and collapsed state of the wheels

In the figure(15) the wheels are highlighted, the pictures are presenting the collapsed
and normal state when selecting a wheel. The collapsed state is entered by clicking
on the car image. This is confusing at first since it gives no indication of the col-
lapsed state. The information about the wheel is also unclear and grants the user
some mysterious data about the wheel size.

In the broad spectrum the user interface (UI) is joyful, efficient and easy to learn.
It has some flaws referring to all the different views and navigation bars, as well as
the feedback given when selecting different parts. Users may ask questions like is
this in stock? How much does this part cost? Even if the car is summarized at the
end, the users want all the important modifications when clicking a button.

The configurator made by Porsche is divide into three different states [33]. There is
one selection part where all the available models appear. The second state is where
the user has the option of customizing the car. Changes are visualized by using
both 2D-images, and a 3D-view, all though the 3D-view requires external plug-ins
to work.

Figure 16: Model section inside the Porsche car configurator [33]

The first view gives an overview of all selectable models [33]. The hedonic qualities
is applied by small animations and beautiful cars, however it falls short in some
hedonic terms. "Questions like how does it feel to drive this car" may come up when
the users is browsing between each model, also questions concerning carbon spillage
may arise. The main flaws regarding hedonic qualities is the engagement aspect as
well as the fulfillment [11]. All though, the questions are answered by navigating to
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the technical specification.

Figure 17: The design section inside the Porsche car configurator [34]

In the customization window visualized in figure(17) a sidebar implemented on the
right containing all the changeable parts. The car model is placed as 2D-images
on the left side. The car is able to be visualized in a 3D-window but requires an
external plug-in to work. However, the car can be viewed in different angles with
use of images. The UI is fairly simple and gives the user a lot of the information
needed during this state in the configuration. In the customization the users has
the possibility of listening to the engine as well as watching how the car looks
while driving, illustrated using motion picture. Those functions may be referred
as hedonic qualities, likewise small animations when transitioning between images
when selecting new angles of the car [35]. It is hard to be objective in the means
of hedonic needs within this view. Anyhow, the UI overall in this view is efficient
and easy to learn, so in terms of pragmatic qualities it is well suited for the user to
easily customize the car after their own preferences.
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3 Methodology

To preform the research, a prototype was built using a real CAD-model of a pro-
duction ready car, which was converted into a JSON-file. The prototype contains a
3D representation of the car where the user is able to both interact and change the
appearance of the car.

To evaluate user experience, a high fidelity prototype is developed as an HTML
application. A test manual is delivered to each subject during the testing phase.

3.1 Target user

As a first step in the design process, a target user was evaluated to get a greater
insight on what a actual user wants out of the product.

3.1.1 Persona

Personas is a made up character that is developed by the designers with the use of
information gathered from research. The research are usually related to the specific
area which the product or products are developed for. The persona helps when it
comes to probe experience such as goals, needs and also when it comes to identifying
the purpose of an application [36]. A persona can be developed with the use of four
different techniques. The technique used in this thesis is called fictional persona.
Which relays on the experience of the UX-team since, the character is created by
the previous interactions with the product that is being evaluated. However, fic-
tional persona contains flaws especially since, it is created by the assumptions of
the designers instead of the intended users, but it is an effective approach especially
when it is created early in the design process [36]. The fictional persona is found at
section (4.1).

3.1.2 Task analysis

The purpose of task analysis is to get a deeper understanding on what a typical user
wants out of an application, determinate the basis and specification for the whole
application [30].
There are several reactions which needs to be considerate while evaluating the pur-
pose. The main goal of this step is to become the user, understand the work flow
and how information is gathered and which part that is critical when using the ap-
plication. The result of this analysis is partially gathered from questionnaires where
the test users is to fill out a form, often questions concerning the application and
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its goals. Together with the questionnaire, some other methods are recommended
to truly benefit from the user task analysis like observing activities that could be
helpful in the evaluation, using both eyes and instruments to collect relevant data
[30]. When solving usability problems it is important that in the early stages, to
consider the usability goals and by using the task analysis, it becomes easier to track
these goals and use them as a framework during the later stages of the designing
process [37].

3.1.3 User scenario

When the task analysis is completed, a scenario must be planned. Best practice while
doing a scenario is to find a group of peoples with different skills and working areas.
Together as a group, discuss each step in the scenario with all possible outcomes.
However, it is important that the scenarios also address complex cognitive problems
inside the user interface. All though, user scenarios have the tendency to guide
the users, which can make the test user avoid errors that will occur later in the
application [30]. The User scenarios was established during a workshop session.
Three people participated, two interaction designers and one software developer.
During the session the participants brainstormed ideas about each section. The
focus was to design a structure, like which and what kind of information comes first
and design alternatives inside the configurator is important to implement. During
the session post-its was used to get an overview of all the ideas that arouse during
the session. The post-its was in different colors to separate the context of the
post-its. For example question had the color orange, comments green, and ideas
purple. Before mapping out the poster, a scenario was established to get a greater
overview of the process when using the product. The User scenario created for the
car configurator is found at section (4.1).

3.2 Evaluating the user interface

When the test subject is interacting with the user interface there exists several
methods for evaluating. Data gathered from the sessions relay upon how good the
prototype is on visualizing the intended interaction [30]. In this thesis the evaluat-
ing stage consisted of a scenario. The method used were "cognitive walk-through",
where the user is given a common task inside the application, and a prototype which
resembles and acts as the final product. The method is used to obtain a overview of
how the user acts when they using the application for the first time [30]. It is impor-
tant to use the task analysis as well as the user scenario when designing a prototype,
also have a target audience or target user as a reference when implementing func-
tionality. The prototype can finalize in different shapes, especially when it comes to
3D interface.

WOZ is a common method used for evaluating 3D-interface it stands for Wizard
of OZ [38]. The prototypes used in WOZ contains functionality that is not imple-
mented inside a computer program, but instead human controlled functions which
is hidden from the test subject. This was staged during the lo-fi evaluation, to make
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the application appear more intelligent and complex during the test [30]. The test-
ing phase of the lo-fi prototypes was evaluated by a number of experts. The method
used is called "heruistic evaluation", which is an informal method that doesn’t in-
volve test user, instead using the evaluators to comment on the interface [39]. The
heuristic evaluation is commonly used when dealing with 3D user interfaces [30], also
the heuristic evaluation is a good technique when it is early in the design process. It
is also an inexpensive way of finding interaction problems inside the interface [30].

After the heuristic evaluation of the lo-fi prototypes a summative evaluation of all
the different mock ups was preformed. Summative evaluation is a evaluation method
that is used to settle a standard between to different products or prototype as well
as address whether the usability goals for the product is attained, this method is
usually used during the end phase of the usability evaluation [30]. The focus is to
view different usability problems when different designs approaches are used, for
example two different prototypes with different designs [30]. As a last step of the
evaluation a questionnaires was established with the use of a standard set by UEQ
online [12] for evaluating hedonic and pragmatic qualities. A sample is illustrated
in figure(18).

Figure 18: Sample of the questionnaire used

Questionnaires is a good method to retrieve user thoughts and comments of the
interface. It is commonly given after each evaluation session. The data can be used
to find hedonistic qualities as well as the absence of it.

3.2.1 Lo-Fi prototypes

The lo-fi prototypes are visualized by static pages that contains relevant elements
concerning the interaction. The composition of the prototypes are important espe-
cially when it comes to improving the UX [40]. Before the sketching begun a mockup
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method was determined. In this evaluation wireframing was used, which is a sketch
of how the application could look [41]. The lofi-prototypes was created in balsamiq
studio which is a mockup tool. The result from the evaluation is found at section
(4.2).

3.3 Hi-Fi prototypes

After the lo-fi evaluation, the information gathered was used in the development of
two different hi-fi prototypes. Which was then used in the summative evaluation
seeing that, the prototypes simulates a closer picture of the product that is being
developed. After all, the main reason is to investigate both hedonic and pragmatic
experience and since, hedonic is evaluated by having a subjective look at the product
a hi-fi prototype is preferable [40]. Furthermore, using a high-fidelity prototype
covers a broader spectrum of all the usability problems that may occur when using
a product [42]. The prototypes was built in Marvel-apps, which is a prototyping tool
that use links between static picture. The picture was designed in both Illustrator
and Sketch. The result from the evaluation is found at section (4.2)
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4 Result

This section cover the implementation of the final product based on the summa-
tive evaluation of Prototype A and B. It also explains the 3D-interaction, which is
based on the Heuristic evaluation of the lo-fi prototypes as well as previous studies
mentioned in the theoretical framework.

4.1 Result from the target user analysis

To create a framework for the user interface a target user analysis was created.

4.1.1 Persona

Figure 19: Mood-board
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Erik Eliasson, Age 33, is co-owner of a law-firm in central Stockholm. He is interested
in new technology and cares a lot for the environment. He usually spends his free
time with his wife Klara in their newly bought cabin in the archipelago where he
can enjoy a glass of wine and take it easy. His wife, Klara, is a newly graduated
Swedish teacher who is active in different associations but also likes to solve cross
word puzzles. During workdays Erik usually works pretty late into the evenings and
uses his car as transportation to and from work because it offers a convenience that
public transportation can not. Every morning starts with Erik catching up on the
latest news about technology and what has happened in the world from different
sources. He currently drives a Volvo which he is the second owner of since a few
years back. He is currently looking to get a new car though that fits his needs and
his lifestyle.

4.1.2 User scenario mapped for the car configurator

• Erik chooses a car model

• Erik chooses a new colour for the car

• Erik chooses a new background colour for the 3D-Visualization

• Erik changes rims

• Erik moves forward to interior

• Erik changes seats

• Erik changes the colour of the board inside the car

• Erik moves forward to addons

• Erik wants to add GPS integration in the car

• Erik wants to add a smart-phone integration in the car

• Erik wants to add seat controlling system in the car

• Erik moves forward to design Summary

• Erik removes the seat controlling system

• Erik moves to engine

• Erik chooses a engine based on low energy consumption

• Erik adds a pair of winter tires

• Erik adds a hook for trailer

Each of the steps were discussed and all the thoughts was added as a post-it below
the discussed scenario see figure(20).
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Figure 20: User scenario mapping

As a result the basic concept of the GUI is to divide the interface in three bigger
sections where the user are able to focus on one important part at a time.

4.2 Evaluation of the prototypes

The end user was a part of the user testing, all though some exceptions were made
because of limited time and resources.

4.2.1 Lo-Fi

During the workshop session the discussion was about the navigation pattern and
how the information should be visualized in the mockups. The evaluation team was
composed of four participants.
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Figure 21: Lo-fi one

In this prototype the navigation bar is placed at the top, the purpose is to provide
the user with the possibility to navigate independently between each configuration
stage (Model, design, performance, addons and summary), see figure(21). The first
topic was about the basic layout, the placement of the header menus for each stage
inside the configurator. The placement of the header was good but the sidebar felt
disconnected from the header. There were also a lot of discussion concerning the
placement of the background section, it took to much space. A solution to this
was presented in the lo-fi. However, at the end of the discussion the conclusions
was to find a new placement for the background, as well as add a separator for the
top header and attach the sidebar. All agreed upon that it would eliminate the
perception of an disconnected sidebar.

Figure 22: Lo-fi two

In figure(22) the prototype consisted of a bottom navigation and camera position
inside the 3D-scene. It also contains 2D-widgets assembled as circles that act as
buttons for each changeable part inside the configurator, which was explained to
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the participants before discussing the prototype. Everyone stated that viewport
where a good approach to keep the user aware of it’s location inside the 3D-scene.
However, to avoid that the user feels constrained [43] a control for navigation inside
the 3D scene is must. During this session the focus went to different approaches for
navigation and how it could be applied with the viewports. Interaction with the
3D-scene differs from devices, since mobile devices use touch and computers usually
has mouse, keyboard and track-pad as controller.

One of the participants had used Rhino as a 3D tool, and spoke about the View-
port that Rhino uses [44]. The viewports in Rhino consist of two separate ways of
navigating with the mouse, they are called parallel and perspective [44]. The differ-
ence between each viewports is the mouse interaction. In the parallel viewport the
right mouse button changes the pan position, as for the perspective the right mouse
button rotates the view. In the car configurator there could be an implemented
viewport, like the rhinos parallel or perspective for panning and rotating. Still a lot
of space already is allocated for the 2D GUI and by adding the viewports it could
become cluttered. One solution that was discussed, was to skip the viewport for pan
and instead use both keyboard and right mouse for changing pan position. The left
mouse button will then act as the rotate controller. This could work for desktop and
web-applications but need some adjustment when it comes to hand-held devices.

Figure 23: Lo-fi three

Another topic discussed was the "next button" which in the prototype were the
buttons that handles the navigation between pages in the configurator. See the top
section in figure(22), and the bottom section in figure(23). Participants stated that
they could be removed. However, if they were going to be used they should be placed
at the bottom of the 3D scene, see figure(23).
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The idea of the Bottom navigation was to present a time-line for the user, but still
avoid entanglement for the user inside the configurator [43]. During the discussion
of the time-line all participant agreed that the text should be placed inside the stage
buttons instead of placing them atop of each button see figure(23). Furthermore the
participants reviewed the sidebar, the participants said that the compressed state of
the sidebar was a good approach if the focus was on the car and the use of the 2D-
buttons presented around the car see figure(22). Overall the prototype illustrated in
figure(23) felt more promising by the look of the feedback given by each participant.

Figure 24: Lo-fi four

In the figure(24), most of the participants agreed that the view is good when users
has limited amounts of options for each changeable part, and the focus is on using
the circle buttons when selecting parts see figure(24). The conclusion was to remove
the sidebar and only use the circle buttons and keep the rest as it is.
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Figure 25: Lo-fi five

The prototype illustrated in figure(25) implements a hover function that contains
all the changeable parts regarding that section of the configurator. The different
camera views are placed at the bottom and the car icon represent the default angle
of the car inside that specific view. The sidebar consisted of the changeable parts
like the one presented in the hover function. Overall the participants considered
that the layout contained a good overview of the configuration. Although, the hover
functions designated a lot of room inside the 3D-scene. A solution was to skip the
hover functions and handle all the part selections inside the sidebar.

Figure 26: Lo-fi six
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In figure(26) the sidebar contains all the changeable parts inside the configurator.
Also the info box is shown when the user configurates a specific part. The stages
inside the configurator is placed at the top and when a user clicks on one of the
header, for instance interior or exterior, the menu below the interior,exterior and
add-ons, change its appearance and provide the user with all the selectable parts
concerning that area, see figure(26). During the session the discussion fell upon the
the use of the menus placed below exterior, interior and add-on. It is a good approach
to centralize the navigation bar but some participant considered it confusing with
the under-menus.

(a) Move the position of the button (b) Normal position of the button

Figure 27: Lo-fi summary one

The figure(27a) and figure(27b) illustrates a prototype of the summary page. In this
prototype the user is able to reflect all the changes made during the configuration.
It is divided in sections that contains all changes done by the user. Every section is
a summary of each stage inside the configurator, and how it is effecting the price and
other factors, like environment. The buttons placed at the bottom of the section is
used for navigating back to that section inside the configurator. The reason is to give
user an overview and an effortless way of navigating back to the specific page where
the changes were made. One of the flaws inside other car configurators was the
summation and the overview of all the changes inside the configurator. Most of the
participants liked the overall style of the summary, the participants also concluded
that comparing each changes with the original was a satisfying solution. However,
one big problem in this prototype was the lack of visualization of the actual car which
is something that needs to be taken into consideration for further development.
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Figure 28: Lo-fi summary two

In the figure(28) the summary page is divided in four section. They key feature is
to provide the user with clear overview but also summarize the selling points. The
summary consisted of the header that is visible in the previous pages. The purpose
was to give the user an overview but still be able to navigate back to exterior and
interior vice verse. The participant commended the separation of each section, as
well as the content in the summary. However, the participants wanted a bigger scope
of the car.
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4.2.2 Hi-Fi

4.2.3 Prototype A

Figure 29: Design view of Prototype A

These figure(30) and figure(29) visualize the rotation interaction inside the 3D-
space in prototype A. The Globe with arrows around itself indicate that a rotation
is possible. In the figure(29) the GUI is compressed the reason is to give more space
for the actual interaction inside the 3D-window. But also have the option of selecting
new parts for the car.
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Figure 30: Rotation illustrated in Prototype A

The interface contains four default angles, the angle which is selected acts as a
default angle. The cross shaped figure, acts as a button with the intent to bring the
user back to the selected default angle see figure(29).
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4.2.4 Prototype B

Figure 31: Design view of Prototype B

The figure(31) illustrates prototype B, in this Hi-fi prototype each configuration
section is divided into model, exterior, interior, addons and summary. The sidebar
consist of all the parts that can be configurated in the specific section. Transmission
and engine is integrated in the exterior view instead of a separate section like Proto-
type A see figure(30). The sidebar is also located at the left side in prototype A, as
for prototype B it is located at the right side. Delivery time and price is implemented
as container positioned at the right bottom corner inside the 3D-scene.

4.2.5 Comparing hedonic and pragmatic qualities

Prototype A
Scale Mean STD N Confidence Confidence Interval
Attractiveness 1,64 0,63 6 0,50 1,14 2,14
Perspicuity 1,46 0,51 6 0,41 1,05 1,87
Efficiency 1,04 0,66 6 0,53 0,51 1,57
Dependability 1,79 0,53 6 0,43 1,36 2,22
Stimulation 1,46 0,71 6 0,57 0,89 2,03
Novelty 0,29 0,33 6 0,27 0,03 0,56

Table 1: Prototype A qualities based on the UEQ online questionnaire.
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Prototype B
Scale Mean STD N Confidence Confidence Interval
Attractiveness 2,13 0,76 5 0,66 1,4 72,80
Perspicuity 2,05 0,37 5 0,33 1,72 2,38
Efficiency 2,00 1,05 5 0,92 1,08 2,92
Dependability 2,00 0,71 5 0,62 1,38 2,62
Stimulation 2,00 0,97 5 0,85 1,15 2,85
Novelty 1,45 0,86 5 0,75 0,70 2,20

Table 2: Prototype A qualities based on the UEQ online questionnaire.

Figure 32: Comparing pragmatic and hedonic qualities

The statistic is calculated with the help of the questionnaire developed by developed
by M.Rauschenberger, M.Schrepp, M.Pérez Cota, S.Olschner & J.Thomaschewski
[12]. By investigating Table 1: (4.5) and Table 2: (4.2.5) we can see that Prototype B
score a higher mean in all qualities investigated in the questionnaire. The difference
in mean is further illustrated in the bar chart(32) were the blue value is Prototype
A and red is Prototype B.

4.3 Implementing 3D experience

To implement the 3D-experience several factors needs to be taken in to consideration.
In what way will the 3D-experience affect the user emotions, is there any guidelines
on how to combine both 3D elements with 2D interface. In this proof of concept,
three.js was used for the visualization of the 3D-car. The UX between the user
and the car was established by creating mock-ups and low-fi prototypes, and also
questionnaire which had a more subjective look at the hedonic experience while
testing the prototypes.
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4.3.1 Navigation control

The most important part of the 3D experience was to establish a intuitive navigation
control inside the 3D scene. This was executed by using information gathered from
previous research and the prototypes evaluated in the method section.
The application contains four different states, models, design, add-ons and summary.
In the design section the 3D-scene is visualized and the user will have the possibility
to navigation around the car using mouse and track-pad. The navigation technique
used is called orbital-control, which is a control that orbits around the center of
gravity by tracking each click with mouse or track-pad. The new position is then
transformed into a new 3D Vector that converts the position of the target vector
and the current vector into an angle. The angle is then used when rotating towards
the new position. This is all based on how swift the user drags towards the target.

Figure 33: Illustrate one motion inside the orbital control navigation.

The figure(33) illustrate a navigation between two vector position. The current
vector position is the camera view which is facing the center of gravity (COG). The
motion line visualize the orbital navigation which in this case is the spherical motion
around the COG. The user speed is tracked by calculating the force when orbiting
to the new vector position.
The orbital control consisted of a zoom in and out interaction. Which is controlled
by using the scroll on a mouse or zoom interaction with the track-pad. The spherical
motion follows an spherical line based on the zooming position, or more accurate the
distance to the COG. The COG can also be adjusted by the user. The figure(34)
visualized the selectable viewports inside the application.
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Figure 34: Illustrates all the viewport integrated in the application

Figure 35: Illustrates all the viewport inside the 3D-scene

Figure(35) illustrates the different viewports present inside the application. Every
viewport is represented as a point with a vector position in the 3D-scene. The
camera is automatically rotating to a viewport when it is selected. The selected one
will become the default viewport and act as the default. The distance to COG is
not selectable and return to the implemented distance when changing or returning
to a viewport. However the interior view does change the distance to COG, that is
because the interior view separates from the other views. The orbit navigation is a
disadvantage in the interior view, since the user will only collide with elements such
as seats and other equipment visible in the interior view.
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4.3.2 Visualization

The proof of concept is built using three.js, which provide developers with several
options when it comes to visualization. One of the main goals of the product was
to apprehend a emotion of being inside a retail shop.

The visualization consist of lightnings and mesh materials. These materials is added
on each part inside the CAD-module, using a list which contain references to the
parts added in the 3D-scene. The background is added to visualize different reflec-
tion, this is implemented using a texture mapping when the material is created.

4.4 Ray-casting the car

In the application the most important part is the graphics, since the objective of
the product was to visualize colors in different context. Considering that the colors
is metallic or any other reflective material. The ray-casting procedure was indeed
needed all though, the CAD-model implemented is skeleton meshes with no material
applied inside them. The ray-casting is a virtual scanner which looks for intersections
with objects inside the given scene. It is implemented in this application using the
camera as the scanner and the mouse as the picking controller. However, a more
convenient way is to implement a function which rotates the camera around the 3D
object. So in the final product it works like this. Each scanned object is saved inside
a list where it is sorted into to different parts of the car. With the use of this list the
object name tracks the every CAD-part. This makes it handy to add new material
to the mesh’s, for example if the background is changed inside the configurator.

rayCaster.setFromCamera( carobject, camera );
var intersects = rayCaster.intersectObjects( scene.children );
if ( intersects.length > 0 ) {

if ( INTERSECTED != intersects[ 0 ].object ) {
carParts.push(INTERSECTED.name);

}
}

The raycast is executed in the background. So the user wont notice the scanning
process at all see figure(36).
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(a) Raycast movement one (b) Raycast movement two

Figure 36: Raycasting the car

4.4.1 Proof of concept

Figure 37: The 3D view inside the application

The CAD-car with lightning and materials. The floor consisted of basic material,
with the intention to visualize the shadows see figure(37).
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Figure 38: Visualize the background section

Shows the list-view of the different backgrounds available for visualization see figure(38).

Figure 39: Visualize the reflection

Shows the reflection of the background in the colors see figure(39).
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Figure 40: Overview of the application

The back viewport selected in this figure(40).

Figure 41: The proof of concept

The whole configurator is illustrated in this figure(41)

4.5 Hedonic and pragmatic qualities

The user experience evaluated in the proof of concept is divided into two categories,
pragmatic and hedonic qualities. The mean value of each category was gathered
using a questionnaire developed by M.Rauschenberger, M.Schrepp, M.Pérez Cota,
S.Olschner & J.Thomaschewski [12]. Pragmatic quality has it’s focus on the effi-
ciency of a task inside the product, while hedonic quality describes the non-task re-
lated quality aspects. The pragmatic quality is in this thesis grouped into questions
concerning (Efficiency, Perspicuity, Dependability) and hedonic quality (Stimula-
tion, Originality). The figure(42) illustrate the mean of the hedonic and pragmatic
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qualities.

Figure 42: Attractiveness, Pragmatic and Hedonic Qualities

UEQ Scales
Attractiveness 1.074
Perspicuity 1.972
Efficiency 1.028
Dependability 0.944
Stimulation 1.250
Novelty 1.611

Pragmatic and Hedonic Quality
Attractiveness 1.07
Pragmatic Quality 1.31
Hedonic Quality 1.43

Figure 43: Illustrated the benchmark related to other products in the proof of
concept
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Benchmark

Scale Mean Comparison to
benchmark Interpretation

Attractiveness 1,07 Below average 50% of results better,
25% of results worse

Perspicuity 1,97 Excellent In the range of the 10%
best reults

Efficiency 1,03 Above Average 25% of results better,
50% of results worse

Dependability 0,94 Below Average 50% of results better,
25% of results worse

Stimulation 1.25 Above Average 25% of results better,
50% of results worse

Novelty 1,61 Excellent In the range of the 10%
best reults

Table 3: Hedonic and pragmatic qualities of the proof of concept compared to
other products.

Table 3: (43) visualizes the mean of each category gathered from the UEQ online
questionnaire [12]. The average is based on other products that has been evaluated
with the same questionnaire.
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5 Discussion

It is complicated to evaluate 3D-experince and gather usable input from the user,
since the 3D depends a lot on interaction with an actual 3D object. Still it has some
advantage all though, people interact with 3D object every day, this gives devel-
oper loads of information for forming the experience to fit the real world experience
[27] [22]. However when using WIMP and 2D elements as controllers and tools
for the 3D object it becomes a bit more complex. Inspiration and solution can be
gathered from software for 3D manipulation and in games. EON reality provides the
developer with GUI tools as well as different navigation methods inside the 3D-scene.

After testing different navigation methods the application ended up using an or-
bital approach, since rotation and zoom had a more intuitive experience while using
the mouse as the navigation controller. However, products like unrealengine uses
another approach and focuses more on the keyboard and skips the orbital rotation,
instead the user is able to fly around inside the scene using the keyboard buttons
(W,A,S,D). The mouse act as a direction arrow, and by dragging the mouse, the user
is able to a point at a target they want to navigate too. Still it has some drawbacks
in regards to a single object [27]. Likewise using an approach like Unreal leads to
a lot of changes of the center of gravity, and becomes impossible to use without a
keyboard, and a lot harder with a track-pad this control can be referred to as the
flying vehicle control, while the orbital navigation can be referred to as the scene
in the hand metaphor [27]. The scene in the hand metaphor can is relatable to a
car configurator, since it only consisted of one single object. On the other hand a
car configurator doesn’t have to only consist of a single object like a car, it could
expand to more object like walls and other objects that can be targeted as a focal
point. This would result in a more complex navigation, and the viewports would be
more complex to implement.

The implementation of viewports felt needed, considering that the first module
tested on the application had a different navigation. This navigation is called track-
ball. The trackball technique causes several disoriented situations, since it uses
higher amount of DOF see figure(44), it still uses the scene in the hand metaphor
but provides the user with a more complex rotation of the viewpoint.
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(a) Object aligned with the plane (b) Object not aligned with the plane

Figure 44: Object alignment with a plane

In the figure(44) a interaction error is illustrated, that takes effect when using track-
ball navigation. The object in figure(44) is not aligned with the plane which refers
to the camera, and it was nearly impossible to revert back to the normalized view-
point. Looking back at the discussion on the lo-fi prototypes, one of rhinos solution
was to implement focus target where the camera always align with the object in on
one axis. The authors in [22] [28] also describe this point of target method. The
solution was in the orbital navigation, that only rotates around a specified COG.

The veiwport implemented in the application can be placed in other location of
the 3D-scene. Since no evaluation or iterative process was done for the location.
These viewports was evaluated by looking at other configurators and discussing it
during lo-fi evaluation. However, to provide some hedonic qualities for the navigation
between the viewport, a rotation is enables when the user choose a new viewport.

5.1 Navigation control

In the navigation control the COG can be changed with some limitation, the lim-
itation was set with the intent to avoid the confusing and disoriented situation for
the user[45]. It is also easy to lose track of the normalized position for the COG
[9]. After all, the purpose of the implemented 3D-car is to visualize the car, and by
evaluating and discussing the prototype it made sense to always normalize the the
COG in the center of the car. Another important aspect of the navigation control is
the current positions. How do the application deal with unwanted camera position.
Freedom is good but has consequences [9], and users want to be in control [46]. The
solution to this was discussed during the workshop session and research concerning
navigation in 3D-space. The discussion led to the implementation of four different
view ports which depend on a normalized COG.

So why is the viewports relevant? The user can now select one default viewport.
This default view acts as a safety net when using the orbital control. The biggest
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concern in implementing 3D element is getting lost inside the scene and lose control
of the view [9]. The solution is to give the user a selectable viewport that act as the
default one, see figure(34).

5.2 Limitation

The COG can be change by some extent. The limitation has an intent, though user
may become disoriented when the COG changes, that’s because the orbital motion
depends on the position of the COG.

Figure 45: Illustrates a new position of the center of gravity

Figure(33) is illustrating a change in the COG when a car is attached in the 3D-
scene, the camera view is going to collide with the car at some point.
Why even change COG? Implementing a control for dealing with COG is good in
many applications but since the focus in a car configurator is the car and not other
objects around the car the changing of COG is irrelevant. The only reason to apply
the COG controller is inside the interior and to focus on specific car parts. That is
why a normalized COG is implemented, to avoid interaction errors and disoriented
situations.

The application also contains a limitation in the zooming controller. As mention
earlier the purpose of the 3D-scene is to visualize one object, the zoom controller
however, is not in need of a unrestricted behaviour since no other objects is inside
the scene. There is nothing to find outside the COG. Further, being too close to
the object can lead to losing track of the current position and the object itself, con-
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sidering that the silhouette of the object is the only orientational feedback of the
positioning inside the 3D-plane. But still the interior is an important part of the
application, and is needed for the end product. This is handle by separating the car
overview and interior view. This is illustrated in figure(46).

Figure 46: Illustrates the zoom interaction
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6 Conclusion

Implementing 3D experience in a car configurator is something possible with the use
of todays technology and also to use an actual CAD model inside a webapplicaiton.
However, it is fundamental to reduce the polygons, since a lot of objects inside a
CAD module has no value for a typical user.

After discussion around the navigation technique in the proof of concept, the use of
viewports seems to increase the reliability in 3D-scene. After all, one of the main
concerns in the development of the navigation is the situation where the user feels
disoriented. In both the lo-fi and proof of concept the subject stated the viewports
actual creates a perspective control of the navigation.
The speed of motion was never evaluated, but from the input given by the test
subject affirmed that the orbital velocity was good. However, a more accurate eval-
uation is needed to implement a comfortable motion speed. It might also be of help
to iterate different velocities in the orbital control, and investigate if any changes
preforms better in the context of a car configurator.

The data gathered from the questionnaires concludes that hedonic, and pragmatic
qualities is almost similar in the proof of concept, hedonic qualites wins with a slight
marginal.
It is a good sign that hedonic qualities attain a high mean from the questionnaires.
However, a lot functions is not implemented in the proof of concept which probably
affected the outcome of the end result. Also the visualization, and reflection must
be improved for a more consistent analyze of the application. The quality had to be
reduced since the equipment used in this thesis, could not handle the memory usage
of a high resolution car. After all, the focus on the product was to prove to the stake-
holders that a CAD-model can be visualized and modified in a HTML-application.
Hence, spending more time on visual design and features would probably increase
both the hedonic values as well as the pragmatic.

The Scene in the hand metaphor is used in the proof of concept. A combina-
tion of the orbital control and the scene in the hand made it efficient and effortless
for new user, related to there answer about the 3D-navigation. Still comparing ef-
ficiency between different metaphors would be a more satisfying result. However,
implementing the actual 3D-navigation was time consuming, given more time on
the navigation would lead to a comparison to find the most usable method for a car
configurator. Furthermore in the article [27] the conclusion was that the scene in
the hand metaphor fits a 3D-scene where the user only interact with a single object.
With that in mind the Scene in the Hand preferable for a car configurator.
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7 Future Work

There is several improvements that can be done in the field evaluated in this the-
sis. Our proof of concept for instance, need better visual design also the rendering
quality of the reflections is not the greatest, it becomes blurry when new material
is added to the car. The graphics is perhaps the most important part of the car
configurator.
Further work should be focused on the features that could be implemented to con-
struct a realistic impression of the car that is being modified. Three.js provides
developer with a lot of tools to handle lightning and texture mapping. This is ex-
tremely useful when it comes to apprehend a realistic visualization.

In the theoretical framework the difference between naturalism and WIMP interac-
tion is discussed. This is something that could be further investigated with the im-
plementation of an application made for AR or built entirely for a VR-environment.
This approach has a lot of possibilities, early in the thesis we discussed the use of
AR, and how the user could place the car in their own driveway. The conclusion
was that it would increase the visual feedback and satisfy the customer.
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Please make your evaluation now. 

For the assessment of the product, please fill out the following questionnaire. 
The questionnaire consists of pairs of contrasting attributes that may apply to 
the product. The circles between the attributes represent gradations between 
the opposites. You can express your agreement with the attributes by ticking 
the circle that most closely reflects your impression. 
 
 
Example: 

attractive        unattractive 

This response would mean that you rate the application as more attractive 
than unattractive.  

 

Please decide spontaneously. Don’t think too long about your decision to 
make sure that you convey your original impression. 

Sometimes you may not be completely sure about your agreement with a 
particular attribute or you may find that the attribute does not apply completely 
to the particular product. Nevertheless, please tick a circle in every line. 

It is your personal opinion that counts. Please remember: there is no wrong or 
right answer! 

 

B User Experience Questionnaire
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